
 

 

 

 

Eleven more poems 

selected and annotated by his son, Richard 
 

The Life of a Queen 

The slow plough goes forward through the plain, 

The coulter cants with a wrench: 

The ploughman is thrown; 

Time blossoms like a smoke-ring. 

The stumbling block of his blunt agriculture, 

Stone sarcophagus, 

Breaks out with glad golden flowering 

Under aseptic archaeological eyes. 

Time’s incorruption dates her death,  

Marries her, takes off her golden sandals 

And swaddles her in her mother’s womb,  

Daughtering her off on some half-forgotten king. 
 

This poem, written in 1947 when my father was studying at King’s College 

London near the British Museum, may have been inspired by the impressive 

collections of sarcophagi from different civilisations held there. Other poems 

of my father’s, such as ‘Crystal Skull’ in the previous selection, also resulted 

from these visits. In this case, the item label in the museum may have indicated 

how the sarcophagus was found and who was buried in it, thus suggesting the 

‘story’ in the poem. In any case, the images are striking: the humble farmer 

falling off his plough as it hits a large buried 

object jars with the sudden ‘blossoming’ of 

historical time out of that object, and this 

blossoming contrasts with the dry 

procedures of archaeological dating and 

labelling.  
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News Item 

Should I maudlin in derision 

Go lachrymose 

Because a priest’s nose 

Pries into Jesus’ height? 

No wonder on that day, or was it night, 

There was a cry that tore religion, 

The old veil of the temple. 

Let’s get down to facts: 

First measurements said five foot nine, 

Christ the Divine, five foot nine. 

Now cerecloth, winding-sheet, shroud 

Makes some researcher proud, 

For modernly aided he can see 

Jesus wept at five foot three. 

Christ, priestly pride… 

For this you died? 

Did he allow the shrinkage of your agony? 

Did he calculate what the pull would be 

Of ten stone five, was it, or two hand-piercing clouts, 

You bloodless but besmeared with bloody gouts? 

Better with all this modern hocus-pocus 

Get all the facts right and into focus. 

 

This poem is written as if in response to a newspaper report (of which there 

have been many) about the supposed image or shadow of a man on the piece 

of ancient cloth, known as the Turin Shroud (Sindone di Torino) displayed in 

Turin Cathedral. Some believe this to have been Christ’s burial shroud, 

although radio-carbon dating of a fragment of it indicates that it dates from 

the 13th or 14th century. In this poem, my father contrasts the still ongoing, arid 

technical arguments about the shroud and the size of the shadow with the 

‘facts’ of Christ’s agonizing crucifixion. 

 



A Flush of Aces and a Joker 

My first card is the ace of clubs: 

Before man scratched and sowed the soil  

Or knew the knack of wheels and hubs, 

Or harnessed help to make him toil 

In fields or factories or leisure, 

He broke a branch and called it ‘truth’ 

And wielded it and made its measure 

The mammoth’s tusk, the sabre-tooth. 

My next card is the ace of spades: 

The nomad lived to scrap his tent 

And staked his claim with palisades: 

Many the season that he spent 

Clogged with clay or lifting loam, 

Truth was the green corn grown golden red, 

The bowed back’s pain, the settled home. 

Through the cut clod his heart was fed. 

My next card is the ace of hearts 

All crimson with a gift of love, 

The ember where the fire starts. 

Nomad turned farmer hand in glove 

With his companions looked abroad 

And fed the hungry, clothed the bare. 

Truth was a busy worm that gnawed 

Within his heart’s core: love was there. 

My next card is the diamond ace – 

A gift of reason, sharp and clear, 

The mystery with a brilliant face, 

A binnacle by which to steer. 

But with his rigid four-point star 

The townsman turned and shut his heart 

And truth was searching out the scar 

Of love and taking souls apart. 



The joker is the last I lay 

For all to see and stand and wait: 

The reasoner who stops to pray, 

The slicker who will curse his fate, 

He is the faker who’ll not give, 

The scoffer who disowns a suit, 

Who jokes white black, the spendthrift spiv 

Whose truth is dud, whose love is mute. 

 
 

My father had a longstanding interest in the origins of human society and 

wrote a series of at least nine poems called ‘Origins’ covering such topics as 

fire, bread, weaving, and dance. Here the chronology of human development 

from prehistoric times to the present 

era is viewed as a card game. The first 

four eras up to the ‘age of reason’ are 

described in terms of ‘aces’, major 

progressions. However, 

the present era – the second half of the 20th century for my 

father – is seen as the ‘joker’ in the pack, an era in which some 

of the most negative characteristics of the human race have 

developed. The poem is thus a wry account of what my father 

saw as the ‘rise and fall of human society’. 

Note on cards: To my knowledge, my father was not familiar with the language 

of poker, and this is confirmed by the title of the poem. A ‘flush’ is a series of 

cards of the same suit (e.g. diamonds), not different suits as here. The term for 

four aces would be ‘four of a kind’, and with the joker as a ‘wild card’, ‘five of 

a kind’, the highest possible scoring hand in most games of poker. 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Running Man 

There’s a running man I meet most days: 

He runs, I run – but different ways. 

I never stop to ask him why. 

He runs, I simply pass him by. 

I run in vain to catch a train, my youth, 

That’s gone; but why does he run, what’s the truth 

Of running that way, all his hurry? 

I never ask him – that’s his worry. 

 

This is one of my father’s more humorous little rhymes, gleaned from daily life 

as one of very many people who spend an hour or more every morning and 

evening commuting between the suburbs and central London by train, during 

which time people pass each other fleetingly and frequently but without ever 

interacting. 

 

 

 

Song, French-inspired 

There was a time when I lived in a state of grace 

With wings on my shoes and shooting stars in my face. 

I held out a hand to any Tom, Dick or Harry 

And forgave and forgot and lived without care or worry. 

But grace has gone and with it that grace-filled time, 

Feet are leaden-booted, face scarred with grief’s quicklime, 

Hands are fists, Dick, Harry and poor Tom go cold, 

Unforgiving, unforgetting, I exist and grow old. 

 

My father read widely in French, Spanish and German as well as in English, 

translated French poetry, and wrote some poetry of his own in French. 

However, I do not know which French ‘song’ inspired this rather gloomy poem 

about ageing.  I do know that my father himself was not miserable or 

unforgiving in older age, nor did he live in a ‘state of grace’ in his youth. 



High Song 

The morning bird pipes high on the mourning tree 

Declaiming resurrection even to me. 

Out of the mist – or is there mist up there? – 

Song descends through branches bare. 

Bleak singer, here grey enshrouding 

Mist squats under your tree, crowding 

Out light, until the steel of your song 

Strikes on the leaning column of the sun. 

These sparks blot out the worst in me, and wrong 

Is a wraith, a nightmare never begun. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 When March is out… 

 When March is out 

 And April’s come, 

 The woodpecker beats his kettledrum, 

 And birds all sing or even shout, 

 To those who know what it’s about. 

 Should I then skulk, 

 And with dry eye 

 Follow a gem-flashed butterfly? 

 Repressing sorrow 

 And with untidy mirth 

 Bestir myself and closely borrow 

 The stirring, striving mood of earth? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

These three short poems on the transition from winter to spring in England are 

examples of the ways in which my father brought a personal touch to the beauties 

of nature, such as birdsong and flowers, and used them as a means of reflecting on 

his own perceived faults: ‘the worst’ in himself, his ‘sorrow’ and lethargy, and his 

inability to describe effectively what he sees and feels. 

Daffodils 

Come, sweet, look at the daffodils 

And forget 

The world was ever slush-sodden 

And rain-wet. 

Listen to their remarkable tale: 

In one day 

They say so much more and concisely than I 

Could ever say. 

   



Song: The First Plane Tree 

You told me to wait for you 

On the seat under the first plane tree in the park: 

I waited. 

A squirrel was there, 

A lost-nut looker. 

Three sparrows quarrelled 

And a robin bright-eyed me. 

But not you. 

You told me not to wait again 

On the seat under the first plane tree in the park: 

And I waited. 

There was no lost-nut looker, 

No squirrel was there, 

No three bickering sparrows, 

No robin to bright-eye me – 

But you. 

 
 
 
This is another poem on the theme of nature, and encounters, but not as 

with the ‘running man’. The poem exemplifies my father’s penchant for 

playing with language through word and phrase coinings (a ‘lost-nut 

looker’, to ‘bright-eye’ someone), repetition, and reversal of presence 

with absence. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Yesterday was no day… 

Yesterday was no day: 

It lurked and lured  

And swung away into tomorrow. 

Nor was tomorrow a day: 

It was the breathless chase 

That leads and leads to nothing 

Which is always something 

To be gained and shed. 

And we go on, 

Not blindly but feeling 

With a testing toe 

For the stepping-stone 

That’s rounding in the wide 

Shallow waters of our destiny. 

 

 

More word play, this time with the mysteries of time in which tomorrow is 

already in the past, and with echoes of Lady Macbeth’s soliloquy (extract 

below). In both that soliloquy and this poem, time past and time future leads 

to ‘nothing’, though for my father, unlike Lady Macbeth, at least nothing “is 

always something to be gained and shed”, and “we go on, not blindly but 

feeling… for the stepping stone”. In both cases one might ask: But what about 

today? How do we get from yesterday to tomorrow (or vice versa), and what 

happens in between? 

“Tomorrow, and tomorrow, and tomorrow, 

Creeps in this petty pace from day to day 

To the last syllable of recorded time, 

And all our yesterdays have lighted fools 

The way to dusty death. Out, out, brief candle! 

Life’s but a walking shadow, a poor player 

That struts and frets his hour upon the stage 

And then is heard no more: it is a tale 

Told by an idiot, full of sound and fury, 

Signifying nothing”.   [From Shakespeare’s Macbeth act 5, scene 5] 



Love Song (of a wash-out) 

I could have done, but didn’t do 

Things I knew delighted you. 

I could have said, but didn’t say 

Words to show I thought your way. 

I might have gone, but didn’t go 

And that was how I hurt you so. 

I should have sat, but didn’t sit 

Beside you once, and so regretted it. 

You must have known, and surely knew 

The pain I was to give to you. 

You might have lost, but didn’t lose 

Love that loves despite the bruise. 

You could have sent, but didn’t send, 

Me away and made an end. 

You ought to know and surely do 

The when and how of me and you. 

I could have wished no better wife – 

A better me, yes, but that’s life. 

Could I love you closer, more? 

Love grows, grows ever greater than before. 

 

 

This is one of the rare poems about my father’s marriage to my mother, which 

lasted 63 years. In English, a ‘wash-out’ is a failure, and can describe an event, 

like an outdoor party in heavy rain, or by extension a person or the person’s 

efforts. The semi-humorous rhyming couplets and repeated contrasts between 

the positive and negative, provide an interesting snapshot of the ups and 

downs of married life. I do not know whether my mother ever saw this ‘love 

song’, or if she did, what she thought of it, but I am sure she would have smiled 

and perhaps nodded at the confessional self-portrait while being touched by 

the last six lines. 

 

 

 


